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Trip No. 2 takes our tourist inside the cell whence he contemplates
chromosomes, genes, and other templates moulding his destiny. Guiding
him along the paths of phylo- and ontogeny is a certain Mr. Netherlander
of questionable descent.
Trip No. 3 is begun by courtesy of "Maniac," the conceited electronic
computer, who, amongst other accomplishments, is well versed in the
King's English. Thus he is an able explainer of analogies, especially rela-
tive to the primitive, non-electronic predecessor of the brain Mr. T. hap-
pens to have. The revelations culminate when our explorer meets in the
forest of his Betz cells a gentle Russian and his less gentle, but well-reflexed
dogs, and under their guidance learns much of synapses and dreams.
Thus Mr. T. gets to know of the workings of his body, and in a final
trip-this time to an "outside" lecture-learns how the details might be
fitted into the world around us.
A delightful little volume, for the smooth and painless induction of
biological interest.
N. A. H.
DE ANEURYSMATIBUS. THE LATIN TEXT OF ROME, 1745. By Giovanni
Maria Lancisi. Revised with translation and notes by Wilmer Cave Wright.
New York, The Macmillian Company, 1952. xxxv + 362 pp. $7.50.
Lancisi, whose major works were published in the first half of the
eighteenth century, is known for several things, as for instance his advocacy
of cinchona bark in the treatment of miasmal fever. However, for thorough-
ness and sheer brilliance, his greatest monument is almost certainly this
treatise on the aneurysms of the heart and blood vessels. There are indeed
some errors of concept. The theory that erosion of the outside of arteries by
acrid lymph produced syphilitic aneurysms, or his thinking, in the case of a
young man exhibiting an aneurysm of the popliteal artery, that its nature
was venereal because of the lustful habits of the victim, are examples of
probable error. These constitute but trivial flaws in a masterpiece impres-
sive for its precision of detail and particularly for its logical development.
Although he despised the empiricists and was, by nature, a strong
believer in general principles, these same principles derived in the first place
from his keen powers of observation and understanding. The simplicity of
his methods is refreshing for, ever since the time of Claude Bernard physi-
cians have come to believe more and more that medical science must be
chiefly experimental and necessarily complex. In the search for the clever
theory and the ingenious test thereof, the art of simple clinical observation,
as practised earlier by Lancisi, frequently has been overlooked. Lancisi
demonstrated that without any laboratory aids except the dissecting scalpel,
without, in fact, looking farther than naturally occurring phenomena for his
"experiments," the perceptive physician could contribute firm and useful
information to the total fund of medical knowledge.
Aneurysms are classified as, on the one hand, true, including those due
to trauma, contusion, and weakness of vessel walls (e.g., syphilis), and, on
the other hand, spurious, being those due to increased impetus of blood
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beating against the vessel walls. Lancisi includes dilatation and hypertrophy
of the heart in his work, and here some of his comments have the same
sophistication that one might expect of a modern pathologist describing the
detailed post-mortem findings of a case of heart failure.
The history of medicine is a complex discipline, but one of its most
fascinating aspects is discovering for oneself in the record of the past a
first-rate mind using well-developed natural senses. Therein lies the reward
for the reader of Lancisi's work on aneurysms.
The translation and annotations of Mrs. Wright are excellent.
FRANK D. GRAY, JR.
ABRAHAM TREMBLEY OF GENEVA; SCIENTIST AND PHILOSOPHER, 1710-
1784. By John R. Baker. London, Edward Arnold & Co., 1952. xix +
259 pp., 52 illustrations. $7.50.
This book retrieves from obscurity a biologist who achieved important
observations and discoveries. He described with precision the reproduction
of the polyp Hydra and of related primitive organisms. He learned that
from their fragments can be regenerated complete bodies-multiplication by
division. He proved asexual reproduction of polyps by budding. He first
observed cell division. He successfully and permanently grafted animal
tissues. He was an artist, a skilled teacher, an interesting friend. His
description of the regeneration of polyps, it may be added, caused a major
stir in the Academie Royale des Sciences and the Royal Society, won him
the latter's Copley Medal, and attracted the literary barbs of Smollett,
Fielding, Goldsmith, and Voltaire.
Professor Baker, a distinguished cytologist, writes with thoroughness and
respect for detail. Statements are carefully documented. An excellent series
of drawings and photographs has been assembled by the author. The book
is interesting, clear, and well organized. A bibliography and index are
appended.
THOMAS R. FORBES
MICHAEL SERVETUS. A translation of his geographical, medical and
astrological writings with introductions and notes. By Charles Donald
O'Malley. Philadelphia, American Philosophical Society, 1953. 208 pp.,
7 plates. $3.00.
"Controversial" is really too mild a characterization of Miguel Serveto.
Professor O'Malley's phrase, "child of calamity," is more suitable. Pos-
sessor of a vigorous and original mind, the great Spanish scholar distin-
guished himself as physician, theologian, and theorist. Yet by his irritant
heresies and magnificent indiscretion, to say nothing of a measure of dog-
matism and reformer's zeal, Servetus incurred the banning of one of his
books and the burning by the authorities of his most famous work (the
Christianismi restitutio, in which occurs the remarkable description of the
pulmonary circulation, here presented as one of Professor O'Malley's
translations.) He was obliged to adopt a pseudonym, not as a whim but for
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